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pain-related injustice appraisals
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An experimental study
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Background: Youth pain-related injustice appraisals are associated with adverse
functioning; however, mechanisms by which injustice appraisals exert their
impact have yet to be elucidated. Adult injustice literature suggests anger,
sadness, and attention bias to anger (AB) as potential mechanisms. This study
examined the effects of injustice appraisals in a healthy youth sample by
applying a justice violation manipulation. We hypothesized the justice violation
condition to lead to worse pain outcomes with effects mediated by anger,
sadness, and AB as compared to the control condition. We further explored
associations between both baseline and state injustice appraisals and anger,
sadness, and AB across conditions.
Methods: A 2 × 2 time by condition design was used to test hypotheses. 133
healthy youth aged 9–16 years old completed two cold pressor tasks (CPTs). In
the experimental (i.e., justice violation) group, participants were initially told to
complete one CPT, but were told afterwards to perform it again due to
experimenter negligence. In the control group, no justice violation occurred.
Baseline injustice appraisals and pain catastrophizing were assessed with the
Injustice Experience Questionnaire and Pain Catastrophizing Scale for Children;
state outcomes (i.e., injustice, catastrophizing, anger, sadness) were assessed
after CPTs. AB was indexed using a dot-probe task.
Results: Findings indicated no effects of the justice violation on pain outcomes or
associated mechanisms, nor on injustice appraisals, suggesting manipulation
failure. However, across conditions, baseline and state injustice appraisals were
positively associated with anger and sadness, but not with AB.
Conclusions: Despite the experimental justice violation failing to elicit differential
injustice appraisals across conditions, the current study supports both anger and
sadness as key emotional responses associated with pain-related injustice
appraisals in a healthy youth sample.
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1. Introduction

Pain-related injustice appraisals have been conceptualized as a

set of cognitions comprising attributions of blame, magnitude of

loss, and irreparability of loss (1). Research has shown pain-

related injustice appraisals to be associated with worse pain

outcomes in both chronic and acute pain populations of adults

(2–6). Although research has found pain-related injustice

appraisals to be consistently associated with pain catastrophizing,

the adverse effects of injustice appraisals remain robust after

controlling for pain catastrophizing (4, 7, 8). Recent research has

extended these findings to both healthy and pediatric pain

populations (9, 10), attesting to the potential importance of this

construct as a target for clinical intervention. However, current

evidence in youth samples remains cross-sectional, limiting

causal interpretations of the effect of injustice appraisals. Further,

associated mechanisms through which injustice appraisals may

exert their effect in the context of pain have yet to be examined

in youth samples. It is crucial to extend this line of research to

youth samples: Potential interventions targeting maladaptive pain

appraisals may be particularly beneficial in youth, with the

concept of fairness both developing and being especially salient

early (11–14), and moral reasoning skills being linked with

cognitive development (15–18).

The broader adult injustice literature as well as literature in the

context of pain has identified two primary emotional responses

associated with injustice: anger and sadness (19, 20). First, anger

is a commonly investigated emotional response, with adult

literature showing anger to be associated with injustice appraisals

outside the context of pain studies (21, 22), as well as in chronic

pain samples (23–25). Anger has further been found to mediate

the association between injustice appraisals and pain intensity in

adults (3). Relatedly, attention bias to anger (AB) has been found

to be associated with higher anger (26–28) as well as higher

pain-related injustice appraisals (29), suggesting AB may be

another way through which injustice appraisals exert their

impact. In addition, sadness has been demonstrated to be a

second common emotional response associated with perceived

injustice in adults outside the context of pain (19, 21, 30), and

has further been found to be associated with perceived injustice

within the context of pain in adults as well as in youth (24, 31,

32). Taken together, feelings of anger, attention bias to anger,

and sadness, are conceptualized in this study as potentially

underlying mechanisms of the impact that injustice appraisals

may exert on pain outcomes.

The current study aimed to experimentally examine the effects

of pain-related injustice appraisals in a healthy youth sample by

applying a justice violation manipulation in the experimental

group. We hypothesized the justice violation (compared to a

control condition) to lead to worse experimental pain outcomes

(i.e., higher pain intensity and lower pain tolerance) as well as to

higher levels of anger and sadness, and higher AB to anger. We

further hypothesized heightened anger and sadness, as well as

AB, to mediate the effects of the justice violation on pain

outcomes. We further explored the associations between pain-

related injustice appraisals and anger, sadness, and AB across
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both conditions. Injustice appraisals were assessed on both

baseline level, at the start of the experiment, and state level, after

performing an experimental pain induction task.
2. Method

2.1. Study design

The discussed study results are part of a larger study protocol

comprising 2 independent research aims: (1) to examine the effect

of a memory reframing intervention on pain-related outcomes, and

(2) to examine the effect of pain-related injustice appraisals on pain

outcomes in a sample of healthy youth. The current study reports

findings exclusively related to study aim 2. Procedures relevant to

research aim 1 are not expected to interfere with the current

results. Both study aims used an experimental and a control group;

the control group was shared between both study aims, while both

experimental groups were independent of each other. The study

design for study aim 2 was a 2 × 2 factorial between-subjects

design, with two different groups (experimental and control) both

undergoing a Cold Pressor Task (CPT) twice and reporting on

identical outcomes each time. Ethical approval was obtained from

the Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational

Sciences, Ghent University (Belgium). This study was preregistered

before starting data collection; the preregistration can be viewed at

Open Science Framework (OSF): https://osf.io/b7ztr.
2.2. Participants

Participants were recruited via social media calls and flyers that

were distributed at schools and local sports and youth groups. An e-

mail address was listed so that interested parents and their children

could contact the research coordinator. When parents and their

children indicated interest, they were telephoned to explain what

participation entailed, and to screen for inclusion and exclusion

criteria. Inclusion criteria entailed: (1) age between 9 and 16 years

old, and (2) Dutch-speaking. Exclusion criteria entailed: (1) having

a developmental disorder (e.g., ADHD or ASD), (2) experiencing

chronic pain (i.e., defined as pain lasting longer than 3 months),

and (3) having previously taken part in a research study involving

pain. Power analyses to obtain.80 power indicated a target sample

size of 128 participants for study aim 2 (MorePower 6.0), based

on 2 × 2 mixed-design ANOVA analyses to detect medium effects

(η² = .06) at standard.05 alpha error probability. We slightly

overrecruited (initial N = 134) to account for participants who

would not attend or not complete the full study. Participants were

randomly assigned to one of both equally sized conditions (i.e.,

the experimental group or the control group) using block

randomization. The random number list used to create these

blocks was developed using the web applications available at

http://random.org. Based on this predetermined list and the order

in which participants arrived at the lab, participants were allocated

to either the experimental or the control group. As such,

participants were blind to the group allocation—the researchers
frontiersin.org
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were not. One participant was excluded from the analyses as the

experimental manipulation was not performed correctly. The final

sample for study aim 2 concerned 133 participants (51.88% girls),

with a mean age of 12.52 years (SD = 2.29). Participants were

reimbursed €25 for their participation, and were entered into a

raffle to win an iPad among the participants taking place after

data collection was completed.
2.3. Apparatus

A Cold Pressor Task (CPT) was used to experimentally induce

pain. This method has previously been used successfully in youth

samples (31, 33–35). Particularly, a cold pressor apparatus

maintained the water temperature in a water tank at 10°C, a

predetermined, painful level, and circulated water with a pump

preventing heat building up around the hand or arm. The CPT

was performed twice: For the first CPT, participants submersed

their right hand; For the second CPT, participants submersed

their left hand, to avoid effects from having performed the CPT

once already carrying over to the second CPT. Prior to the CPT,

participants submersed their hand in a bucket with room

temperature water for two minutes to standardize their hand

temperature (33, 36). During CPT performance, participants

were asked to submerse their hand for as long as they could

stand it, up to the wrist, with a blinded time limit of four minutes.
2.4. Measures

2.4.1. Baseline and state pain-related injustice
appraisals

Pain-related injustice appraisals (further: “injustice appraisals”)

were assessed at both baseline and state level. On a baseline level,

injustice appraisals were assessed at the start of the study using

the Injustice Experience Questionnaire (IEQ) (1). The IEQ

comprises 12 items describing injustice appraisals in the context

of pain (e.g., “it all seems so unfair”), rated on a 5-point Likert

scale ranging from 0 (“never”) to 4 (“all the time”). Items are

summed to create a total score ranging from 0 to 48 with higher

scores indicating higher levels of injustice appraisals. As the

original instructions relate to specific injury, instructions were

adapted to daily life instead (9, 10). While 2 subscales were

identified in the IEQ by the original authors and others (1, 8,

37), i.e., “severity/irreparability of loss” and “blame/unfairness”,

both subscales generally strongly correlate, and often interpreted

as a unitary construct. This approach was also suggested by the

original authors, and is further supported by exploratory factor

analysis similarly suggesting a unitary factor solution in the

current study. Good reliability and validity of the Dutch

translation of the IEQ has previously been demonstrated in a

youth sample (9). The IEQ showed good reliability in the current

study (α = .87).

At a state level, injustice appraisals were assessed after each

CPT completion using a 4-item scale, comprising items that

assess to what extent participants (1) thought it was unfair they
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had to perform the CPT, (2) thought it was someone else’s fault

they had to perform the CPT, (3) thought they missed out on

other fun activities due to the CPT, and (4) thought their pain

during the CPT was not taken seriously. The first 3 items were

drawn from the IEQ and adapted to be situation-specific; these

items were selected due to their feasibility to be adapted to a

situational context, with the first item reflecting a general feeling

of injustice, the second item reflecting blame, and the third item

reflecting loss of activities. Other items (e.g., “my life will never

be the same”) were deemed difficult to adapt to the specific CPT

context. The fourth item was added based on recent research

showing invalidation to be a core theme in pain-related injustice

(38). Items were rated from 0 (“not at all”) to 10 (“very much

so”) and summed to create a total score ranging from 0 to 40

with higher scores indicating higher levels of state injustice

appraisals. The state injustice appraisals scale showed average to

good reliability in the current study (αCPT1 = .60, αCPT2 = .78).

2.4.2. Baseline and state pain catastrophizing
Baseline youth pain catastrophizing was assessed at the start of

the study using the Pain Catastrophizing Scale for Children (PCS-

C) (39). The PCS-C is a child-adjusted version of the Pain

Catastrophizing Scale (40) and comprises 13 items rated on a 5-

point Likert scale ranging from 0 (=“not at all”) to 4

(=“extremely”), assessing pain catastrophizing thoughts through

rumination, magnification, and feelings of helplessness related to

pain. Items are summed to create a total score ranging from 0 to

52, with higher scores indicating higher levels of pain

catastrophizing thoughts. Good reliability and validity of the

Dutch translation of this questionnaire have previously been

demonstrated in youth samples (9, 39). The PCS-C showed good

reliability in the current study (α = .87).

State pain catastrophizing about the CPT was assessed after

each CPT completion using the 3-item state version of the PCS-

C (41, 42), which consists of one item for each of the three PCS-

C subscales. The 3-item version was chosen over the 6-item

version, with research showing a high correlation between both

versions and the shorter form providing greater utility (43). All 3

items are rated on an 11-point numerical rating scale ranging

from 0 (“not at all”) to 10 (“very much”). Items are summed to

create a total score ranging from 0 to 30, with higher scores

indicating higher levels of pain catastrophizing thoughts. The

state pain catastrophizing scale has previously been used

successfully to examine catastrophizing in youth in response to

experimentally induced pain (35, 44), and showed adequate to

good reliability in the current study (αCPT1 = .77, αCPT2 = .81).

2.4.3. Pain intensity and pain tolerance
Pain intensity was assessed immediately after CPT completion

using the Faces Pain Scale Revised (FPS-R) (45, 46), a self-report

measure to assess state pain intensity in youth samples. The FPS-

R consists of one item showing 6 faces expressing varying levels

of pain, ranging from “no pain” (coded as 0) to “the most pain

possible” (coded as 5). After each CPT completion participants

were asked to indicate how much pain they experienced during

the CPT by circling the corresponding face. The FPS-R has
frontiersin.org
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previously been used successfully in Dutch-speaking youth samples

(35, 47). Pain tolerance was assessed during each CPT

performance. Particularly, participants were told to keep their

hand in the water for as long as they could stand it, with a to

them unknown maximum limit of four minutes. The CPT time

was recorded in seconds as an index of pain tolerance, with a

maximum of 240 s.

2.4.4. Anger and sadness
Pain-related anger and sadness in response to performing the

CPT were assessed immediately after CPT completion with two

single-item scales; participants were asked to rate the extent to

which they experienced anger or sadness while performing the

CPT on scales from 0 (“not at all”) to 10 (“extremely”).

2.4.5. Attention bias to anger
2.4.5.1. Stimulus set
Attention bias to anger (AB) was assessed with a dot-probe task

and indexed as a reaction time. The stimulus set consisted of 20

images of 10 children (5 boys, 5 girls) with two images of each

child: one with an angry facial expression and one with a neutral

facial expression. Four extra test images (i.e., two image pairs of

angry and neutral expressions) were included at the beginning of

the task to get acquainted with the task. Images were selected

from the Radboud Faces Database by withholding those with

highest assigned anger scores (48), and have been used

previously to assess AB in youth (49).

2.4.5.2 Dot-probe task
The dot-probe task was programmed and presented using the

Millisecond Software package INQUISIT; reaction times were

measured with millisecond accuracy (50). Participants sat at

about 60 cm from the computer screen. To maximize the

participant’s understanding of the task, instructions were

provided verbally as well as on the screen prior to commencing

the task. During the task, for each trial, participants were

instructed to focus on a white fixation cross displayed for 500 ms

in the middle of the screen against a black background. Then, a

pair of images (angry and neutral expressions) were shown for a

further 500 ms, respectively above and below the center of the

screen. Immediately afterwards, a probe (i.e., a white rectangle of

1 cm × 1 cm) was displayed at the location of one of both images.

Participants had to indicate the location of the probe as fast as

possible by pressing either the Q key for the top location or the

P key for the bottom location on a QWERTY keyboard. Trials

ended with a pause of 400 ms, either after a response or after

2,500 ms; if the wrong response was given by the participant, an

error message was displayed for 200 ms. These test trials made

up 160 of a total of 178 trials. The other 18 trials were digit

trials: To maintain the attention of the participants on the

middle of the screen, these trials did not show an image pair, but

instead showed a random digit between 1 and 9 for 150 ms at

the center of the screen; participants then had to enter the

correct digit as a response (51, 52). The order of the 178 trials

was randomized across participants. For the test trials, the % of

congruent and incongruent trials was equal and all stimuli were
Frontiers in Pain Research 04
presented equally at each location for each trial type. Prior to

starting the full set of 178 trials, participants completed a

practice phase of 20 trials. In case participants experienced

difficulties with completing the practice trials, the researcher

clarified the instructions until the participant understood; the

researcher then restarted the practice phase until the participant

could complete practice trials accurately.

To index AB, trials were recorded as congruent when the probe

location matched the location of the anger image; trials were

recorded as incongruent when the probe location matched the

location of the neutral image. Mean reaction time scores for both

congruent and incongruent trials were calculated per participant.

Outliers were defined as responses faster than 200 ms or slower

than 2000ms and were not taken into account in the analyses.

AB scores were then computed by subtracting the mean

congruent trial reaction time from the mean incongruent

reaction time, with positive scores reflecting a faster reaction time

on trials where the probe was presented at the location of anger

faces; higher scores reflect higher AB to anger.
2.5. Procedure

2.5.1. Experimental manipulation
The experimental condition concerned an injustice

manipulation modeled after the justice violation manipulation in

an adult sample reported by Trost and colleagues (53). Following

Trost and colleagues, all participants completed two CPTs.

However, whereas participants in the control condition were

informed about this beforehand, participants in the experimental

condition were only told about one CPT initially. They were told

later to complete the CPT a second time due to experimenter

negligence. In line with previous qualitative findings in healthy

youth suggesting that blame and subsequent feelings of lack of

control are key themes through which youth may perceive pain

to be “undeserved” (38), we expected the focus on experimenter

negligence to lead to heightened youth injustice appraisals in the

experimental group. Additionally, a novel element was

introduced to the manipulation in an attempt to further

maximize the resulting injustice appraisals: Specifically, upon

arrival to the lab, participants in the experimental condition were

falsely informed that the experiment would end with a Virtual

Reality (VR) task, and that they would be able to select one of

several options to their preference as a fun VR game. To increase

the credibility of this aspect of the manipulation, a fake VR set

was presented to the participant. To check whether participants

were actually interested in doing the VR task, they were asked to

rate how much fun they thought it would be on a scale from 0

to 10, with participants scoring 8.10 on average (SD = 1.40).

Participants in the control condition were not informed about a

VR task. In line with the procedure by Trost and colleagues, after

having completed the first CPT, participants in the experimental

condition were informed that they had to perform it again due

to experimenter negligence regarding the research equipment.

Experimenters were instructed to convey this information to the

participants with a sense of carelessness and to avoid sounding
frontiersin.org
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apologetic. Furthermore, participants were then also informed that

they would not be able to perform the VR task anymore, as the

second CPT would take up more time than was initially planned.

2.5.2. General procedure
Testing took place between June and October 2021. In this

study, only the procedure relevant to study aim 2 is described;

however, as the control group was shared with study aim 1,

participants in the control group, and accordingly also in the

experimental group, also completed some tasks that are only

relevant to study aim 1; these are described summarily (see OSF

for a full description). Participants and their parent arrived at the

lab and completed consent forms before the parent left again

until the end of the experiment. Instructions differed between

both conditions, as described above. Next, participants started by

completing a set of demographic and baseline questionnaires

(Limesurvey 2.0). Afterwards, participants were informed they

would shortly start the CPT and rated several state items relevant

to the larger study protocol concerning the upcoming CPT. The

CPT was then performed a first time, as described in the

Apparatus section. Participants then completed the state

questions concerning the CPT they had just completed.

Subsequently, they performed tasks relevant to study aim 1: a

memory retrieval task, two computer tasks, i.e., a dot-probe task

to assess attention bias to pain, as well as an attention switching

task, and a state questionnaire about their current emotional

state (see OSF for more details). Afterwards, the experimental

manipulation described above took place. Participants then

completed the CPT a second time, identically to the first time

but with the left instead of the right hand, as well as identical

state questions before and after CPT completion. Afterwards,

participants performed a dot-probe task on a computer to assess

attention bias to anger information. Participants and their

parents were then debriefed.
2.6. Statistical analyses1

Statistical analyses are split between preregistered analyses, i.e.,

the analyses performed precisely as preregistered, and exploratory

analyses, i.e., analyses which were not preregistered in detail and

were conducted only after having already performed the

confirmatory analyses. Missing data was omitted pairwise from

the analyses.
1In line with the preregistration, personality components and trait anger were

assessed for exploratory purposes using the Hierarchical Personality

Inventory for Children short form (HiPIC-30) (67) and Anger Expression

Scale for Children (AESC) (68) respectively. However, these measures are

not reported on in this study, as the questionnaires showed poor reliability.

Similarly, state measures assessed prior to CPT completion are not

reported on in this study due to very low reliability (for state injustice

appraisals assessed prior to CPT completion: αCPT1=.53, αCPT2=.61).

Frontiers in Pain Research 05
2.6.1. Preregistered analyses
To test whether the experimental group would score

higher on state injustice appraisals, pain intensity, feelings

of anger and sadness, and lower on pain tolerance after the

injustice manipulation (i.e., relating to CTP2) than the

control group, we performed five Time (CPT1, CPT2) by

Condition (experimental, control) 2 × 2 mixed design

ANOVA analyses, i.e., one for each outcome. As several key

variables were not normally distributed, non-parametric

independent samples Mann-Whitney U tests were conducted

to test for differences on CPT2 outcome scores (i.e., state

injustice appraisals, pain intensity, pain tolerance, and

feelings of anger and sadness) between conditions, to ensure

convergent results with the 2 × 2 mixed design ANOVA

analyses. To test our hypothesis that the experimental group

would score higher on AB for anger information than the

control group, we performed an independent samples T-test.

Finally, to examine whether the potential mechanisms

[anger, AB (to anger), and sadness] mediated the association

of the condition level on either pain intensity or pain

tolerance after CPT2, we performed mediation analyses

using a bootstrapping method with 5,000 resamples through

the JASP program (54). Weights were calculated for each

path of the model. First, the total effect of condition on the

outcome measure consists of the direct effect of condition

on the outcome measure plus the indirect effect of

condition on the outcome measure through the potential

mechanism. This indirect effect ab is partialled out by

calculating the effect of condition on the potential

mechanism, and the effect of the potential mechanism on

the outcome measure. Following Zhao & colleagues (55), we

consider the presence of an indirect effect, with the 95% CI

not containing zero, as the only condition to establish

mediation.
2.6.2. Exploratory analyses
Scores for the four state injustice items were explored

individually to take note of potentially different scoring patterns

among the four injustice themes represented by the items (i.e.,

general unfairness, blame, loss, and invalidation). As we will

discuss in further detail below, our injustice manipulation failed

to lead to meaningful group differences, which did not allow for

our preregistered analyses to provide useful information

regarding the relation between injustice appraisals and either the

potential mechanisms or the pain outcomes. As such, we chose

to conduct post-hoc exploratory analyses on the associations

between (both state and baseline) injustice appraisals and the

other study variables across the full sample. While these analyses

are purely cross-sectional and cannot answer the study

hypotheses described in the introduction, the results may still

shed light on how injustice appraisals relate to pain outcomes

and emotional reactions to pain experiences in child samples, a

population in which such data as of yet remains scarce. More

specifically, associations between (total) state injustice appraisals

and other state measures (pain intensity, pain tolerance, anger,
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and sadness) were explored through correlation analyses,

controlling for state pain catastrophizing, age, sex, and condition.

As many key study variables were not normally distributed,

Kendall Tau-b correlation analyses were used as a non-

parametric alternative to Pearson correlation analyses. Kendall

Tau-b correlation was chosen over Spearman correlation due to

its stronger robustness for dealing with outliers (56–58). We

further examined the relationship between baseline injustice

appraisals and state outcomes (i.e., state injustice appraisals, pain

intensity, pain tolerance, anger, sadness, and AB) through

Kendall Tau-b correlation analyses, similarly controlling for

baseline pain catastrophizing, age, sex, and condition.
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3. Results

3.1. Descriptives

Valid cases, means, SDs, minimum and maximum values of

study variables are reported in Table 1. Baseline injustice

appraisals and baseline pain catastrophizing correlated strongly,

in line with previous research (r = .67, p < .001). Independent

samples Mann–Whitney U-tests revealed no significant sex

differences in study variables (all p > .14), apart from CPT2 state

injustice appraisals with boys scoring higher than girls [U(68,65)

= 1,762.5, p = .03]. Older participants reported lower baseline

injustice appraisals (r =−.23, p = .008), in line with previous

findings on the association between age and injustice appraisals

in a non-clinical youth sample (9). Participants reported means

of 2.49 (CPT 1, SD = 1.19) and 2.50 (CPT2, SD = 1.19) on a scale

from 0 to 5 for pain intensity, suggesting both CPT procedures

were successful in inducing a reasonable amount of pain. Older

participants showed higher pain tolerance than younger

participants for both CPTs (rCPT1 = .53, p < .001; rCPT2 = .51,

p < .001). For both CPTs, participants reported very low levels of

injustice (scale range 0–40, MCPT1 = 3.02, MCPT2 = 2.41), sadness

(scale range 0–10, MCPT1 = 0.42, MCPT2 = 0.37), and anger (scale

range 0–10, MCPT1 = 0.34, MCPT2 = 0.29). Mann-Whitney U-tests

were conducted to compare the CPT2 state scores between the

experimental and control conditions: We found no differences

for any variables, suggesting the justice violation manipulation

failed to work (all p > .25).
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3.2. Confirmatory analyses

3.2.1. Manipulation impact on CPT outcomes
2 × 2 mixed design analyses with factors Time (CPT1,

CPT2) and Condition (Experimental, Control) were

performed for the outcomes (1) state injustice appraisals, (2)

pain intensity, (3) pain tolerance, (4) anger, and (5)

sadness. For state pain-related injustice appraisals, analyses

showed no main effects of condition [F(1, 131) = 0.33, p

= .56] or time [F(1,131) = 3.32, p = .07]. There was no

interaction between the effects of condition and time [F

(1,131) = 0.01, p = .93]. For pain intensity, analyses showed
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no main effects of condition [F(1,131) = 1.01, p = .32] or time

[F(1,131) = 0.01, p = .93]. There was no interaction between

the effects of condition and time [F(1,131) = 0.99, p = .32].

For pain tolerance, analyses showed a main effect of time

[F(1,131) = 14.85, p < .001, ω² = 0.01] with participants

scoring a higher pain tolerance at CPT1 than at CPT2; but

not of condition [F(1,131) = 0.01, p = .94]. There was no

interaction between the effects of condition and time [F

(1,131) = 3.58, p = .06]. For feelings of anger, analyses

showed no main effects of condition [F(1,131) = 0.61, p

= .43] or time [F(1,131) = 0.25, p = .61]. There was no

interaction between the effects of condition and time [F

(1,131) = 0.03, p = .87]. For feelings of sadness, analyses

showed no main effects of condition [F(1,131) = 0.32, p

= .57] or time [F(1,131) = 0.91, p = .34]. There was also no

interaction between the effects of condition and time [F

(1,131) = 1.48, p = .23].

3.2.2. Manipulation impact on attention bias to
anger

An independent samples T-test showed no significant

difference in AB scores between the experimental and control

condition [t(131) = 0.37, p = .72].

3.2.3. Mediation analyses
We performed mediation analyses to assess whether anger, AB

to anger, or sadness mediated associations between the group

condition and pain outcomes after CPT2 (i.e., pain intensity and

pain tolerance). Standardized estimates are reported.

For anger, mediation analyses showed no direct effect of

condition on pain intensity (β =−0.20, SD = 0.17, 95% CI =

[−0.52, 0.13] or on pain tolerance (β = 0.08, SD = 0.17, 95% CI =

[−0.26, 0.41], nor an indirect effect of anger in the association

between condition and pain intensity (β =−0.03, SD = 0.04, 95%

CI = [−0.11, 0.06] or pain tolerance (β = 0.01, SD = 0.02, 95% CI

= [−0.03, 0.06].
For AB to anger, mediation analyses showed no direct effect of

condition on pain intensity (β =−0.22, SD = 0.17, 95% CI = [−0.56,
0.12] or on pain tolerance (β = 0.10, SD = 0.17, 95% CI = [−0.25,
0.43], nor an indirect effect of AB in the association between

condition and pain intensity (β =−0.00, SD = 0.01, 95% CI =

[−0.03, 0.02] or pain tolerance (β = 0.00, SD = 0.00, 95% CI =

[−0.01, 0.01].
For sadness, mediation analyses showed no direct effect of

condition on pain intensity (β =−0.18, SD = 0.17, 95% CI =

[−0.50, 0.15] or on pain tolerance (β = 0.06, SD = 0.17, 95% CI =

[−0.27, 0.40], nor an indirect effect of sadness in the association

between condition and pain intensity (β =−0.04, SD = 0.05, 95%

CI = [−0.14, 0.05] or pain tolerance (β = 0.03, SD = 0.04, 95% CI

= [−0.04, 0.10].
3.3. Exploratory analyses

Additional analyses independent of the manipulation were

conducted to examine how state and baseline injustice
Frontiers in Pain Research 07
appraisals were associated with outcomes across both

conditions, rather than on a group level.
3.3.1. Associations between state injustice
appraisals and outcomes across conditions

As the scale to examine state injustice appraisals was novel to

this study, we first examined whether the four state injustice

appraisal items showed differential scoring patterns. All four state

injustice appraisal items scored similarly low across both

conditions (all M < 1 on a range of 0–10; see Table 2). As the

items were not normally distributed, Mann-Whitney U tests were

conducted to assess differences on item-level between conditions:

no differences were detected (all p > .09).

Associations between state injustice appraisals and outcomes

are reported in Table 3. Across both conditions, after CPT1

completion, Kendall Tau-b correlation analyses showed state

injustice appraisals to be associated with higher sadness (τb = .29,

p < .001), and higher anger (τb = .22, p = .003), but not pain

intensity (τb = .09, p = .20) or pain tolerance (τb =−.11, p = .10).

After controlling for state pain catastrophizing, age, sex, and

condition, both associations with higher sadness (τb = .24, p

< .001) and higher anger (τb = .18, p = .003) remained significant.

After CPT2 completion, state injustice appraisals were associated

with higher pain intensity (τb = .17, p = .02), higher sadness (τb
= .32, p < .001), and higher anger (τb = .32, p < .001), but not pain

tolerance (τb =−.02, p = .75). After controlling for state pain

catastrophizing, age, and sex, only the associations with higher

sadness (τb = .28, p < .001) and higher anger remained significant

(τb = .28, p < .001). Finally, AB was not associated with state

injustice appraisals for CPT1 (τb =−.06, p = .36) or CPT2 (r =

−.09, p = .15).
3.3.2. Associations between baseline injustice
appraisals and outcomes across conditions

Associations between baseline injustice appraisals and

outcomes are reported in Table 3. For CPT1, Kendall Tau-b

correlation analyses showed baseline injustice appraisals to be

associated with higher pain intensity (τb = .15, p = .02), lower

pain tolerance (τb =−.17, p = .01), higher state injustice appraisals

(τb = .22, p < .001), higher sadness (τb = .24, p < .001), and higher

anger (τb = .19, p = .007). After controlling for baseline pain

catastrophizing, age, sex, and condition, baseline injustice

appraisals were only associated with higher state injustice

appraisals (τb = .14, p = .02), higher sadness (τb = .14, p = .02), and

higher anger (τb = .13, p = .03). For CPT2, Kendall Tau-b

correlation analyses showed baseline injustice appraisals to be

associated with higher pain intensity (τb = .18, p = .007), lower

pain tolerance (τb = -.18, p = .004), higher state injustice

appraisals (τb = .15, p = .03), higher sadness (τb = .25, p < .001),

and higher anger (τb = .19, p = .008). After controlling for

baseline pain catastrophizing, age, sex, and condition, baseline

injustice appraisals were only associated with higher pain

intensity (τb = .13, p = .03), higher sadness (τb = .16, p = .006), and

higher anger (τb = .12, p = .04). Finally, baseline injustice

appraisals were not associated with AB (r = .12, p = .16).
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TABLE 3 Kendall Tau-b partial correlations.

IEQC Inj 1/2
Pain 1 .09 −.04
Tol 1 −.04 .05

Sad 1 .14* .23***

Anger 1 .13* .18**

Pain 2 .13* .05

Tol 2 −.06 .07

Sad 2 .16** .28***

Anger 2 .12* .28***

Note. Kendall Tau-b partial correlations conditioned on child age, sex, condition,

and respectively trait (for IEQC) or state (for Inj 1/2) pain catastrophizing. IEQC=

trait injustice appraisals, Inj 1/2 = state injustice appraisals for CPT1 or CPT2.

*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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4. Discussion

The current study aimed to experimentally examine the

effects of pain-related injustice appraisals in a healthy youth

sample by applying a justice violation manipulation in the

experimental group. We hypothesized that the experimental

group would score higher on pain-related injustice appraisals,

pain outcomes, as well as the hypothesized mechanisms of anger,

sadness, and AB to anger, which we further hypothesized to all

mediate the effect of the experimental manipulation on pain

outcomes. Contrary to expectations, no differences were

found between the experimental and control condition for the

included state outcomes. As data inspection showed that state

injustice appraisals after manipulation did not differ between

groups, this was not surprising, leading us to conclude that the

experimental manipulation was unsuccessful. We similarly found

no support for our hypothesis that anger, AB for anger, or

sadness would mediate effects of the justice violation on pain

outcomes.

The experimental manipulation applied in this study was

modeled on the justice violation applied in an acute adult pain

sample by Trost and colleagues (53), in which participants in

the experimental condition were made to complete a CPT a

second time due to feigned experimenter negligence. Trost and

colleagues found higher anger ratings after the manipulation in

the experimental condition compared to a control condition,

where no justice violation manipulation happened.

Furthermore, they also found higher pain ratings among the

experimental condition, but only among participants who

scored high on just world beliefs, i.e., an individual’s tendency

to view the world as fair and predictable (59, 60). We

attempted to strengthen this manipulation further by

introducing an element of loss, by having participants miss out

on a promised, fun VR task due to experimenter negligence.

Yet, the experimental manipulation failed, with no differences

between conditions for any study variables. We tentatively offer

five potential causes. First, the voluntary nature of participation

guarantees participants a sense of control and safety—

participants in psychology studies might be quick to suspect

deception and are made aware that they always have the option
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to quit the study without consequence. Second, the justice

violation might have been too weak for participants to be

sufficiently affected; indeed, when communicating the justice

violation, some participants afterwards noted they felt sorry for

the researchers rather than having experienced feelings of

injustice. Third, participants were healthy youth experiencing

acute pain; while not exclusively, most research on pain-related

injustice appraisals involves chronic pain patients. Indeed,

associations between injustice appraisals and worse pain

outcomes were weaker in a healthy youth sample compared to a

pediatric pain sample (9). Recent qualitative work has found

youth injustice appraisals in response to chronic pain manifest

very differently from feelings of unfairness in response to acute

pain, suggesting injustice perceptions in a chronic pain context

do not translate to an acute pain context (38). Fourth, it is

possible that, in line with findings of Trost and colleagues in an

adult sample (53), effects of the manipulation may have been

dependent on participants’ personality traits such as their just

world beliefs, or sensitivity to injustice. Initial aims of this

study included exploring the associations between personality

traits and injustice appraisals, however, scales used to assess

personality traits showed insufficient reliability to be used in the

analyses. As research outside the context of pain has found

personality traits to be associated with a higher sensitivity to

injustice (61), future research should aim to assess whether

pain-related injustice appraisals and associated responses

manifest differently based on personality traits. Fifth, we must

note that, despite these reservations, Trost and colleagues

succeeded in applying a similar experimental manipulation in

adults. As such, another potential cause of our lack of findings

may be that the manipulation does not adequately translate

from adult to youth samples, as youth may be more obedient

by nature than adults, and may have been more likely to simply

defer to an authority figure.

Taken together, these considerations may suggest that

attempting to apply an experimental manipulation centered

around a justice violation condition is not feasible in the context

of pain in samples of healthy children. Future research

attempting to study state pain-related injustice appraisals is likely

to run into the same issues as described above, with the

aforementioned qualitative work suggesting that the nature of

injustice appraisals differs greatly in clinical populations.

Nevertheless, we should not rule out the possibility for future

research to successfully apply a novel method of experimentally

manipulation pain-related injustice appraisals in healthy samples.

While the study by Trost and colleagues (53) is, to the best of

our knowledge, the only prior study to apply such a

manipulation, further inspiration may be drawn from

manipulations outside the context of pain. In adult samples,

injustice perceptions have been manipulated successfully by

modifying supervisor feedback (62, 63), or by applying vignette

studies (64). In child samples, injustice perceptions have been

manipulated successfully by arbitrarily assigning privilege to

students (65). Future research may adapt such manipulations in
Frontiers in Pain Research 09
the context of pain, e.g., by giving arbitrary feedback based on a

painful task performance, or by arbitrarily assigning one

group of participants an easier task and making the other group

aware of this. However, it is important to note that these

manipulations may not translate to pain-related injustice,

especially given the aforementioned differential nature of

injustice between healthy and clinical groups, which mainly

centers around feelings of (long-lasting) stigmatization and

epistemic injustice (38). As such, rather than attempting to

optimize a manipulation for healthy youth samples, it may be

preferable to attempt to design a novel manipulation targeted at

clinical samples.

As the experimental manipulation failed, we could not

adequately test our preregistered, causal hypotheses. However,

after establishing that our experimental manipulation failed, we

conducted additional exploratory cross-sectional analyses across

groups to examine the relationships between state as well as

baseline injustice appraisals and state outcomes (i.e., pain

intensity, pain tolerance, and feelings of anger and sadness) as

well as AB for anger. Findings indicated significant associations

between state as well as baseline injustice appraisals and higher

feelings of both anger and sadness, strengthened by their

robustness after controlling for pain catastrophizing. While these

cross-sectional results cannot inform our causal preregistered

hypotheses, they do attest to similar associations between

injustice appraisals and both anger and sadness as found in adult

samples (3, 23–25, 31, 32). This study extends these findings

from adult to youth samples, suggesting that anger and sadness

are key emotional responses associated with pain-related injustice

appraisals in youth as well, hence potentially pointing to a key

role for emotion regulation when targeting injustice appraisals.

Against expectations, we found neither baseline or state injustice

appraisals to be associated with AB for anger, contradicting

previous findings by Baert and colleagues who found injustice

appraisals to be associated with higher AB for anger in an adult

sample using an eye tracking paradigm (29). Notably, AB for

anger was also not associated with self-reported feelings of anger

either in the current study, contradicting findings in the anger

literature (26–28). The absence of associations with AB for anger

might possibly be explained by the use of dot-probe

methodology to assess AB, with previous research noting

discrepancies in findings on AB literature and suggesting the

presentation timing of faces to be a possible cause (66). Future

research on AB may benefit from using an eye tracking paradigm

less prone to the influence of the exact presentation timing such

as in a dot-probe task.

Several study limitations should be noted. First, caution should

be exerted when interpreting these results, as scores for key study

variables state injustice appraisals, anger, and sadness were all

low, indicating that participants generally did not perceive having

to complete the pain task as unfair, nor did they experience

notable anger or sadness in response to the pain task. This is in

line with a previous observational study involving youth taking

part in a CPT and reporting on emotional responses (31); our
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attempt to introduce more variability in these scores by applying an

experimental injustice manipulation failed. Experimental

manipulation failure raises questions as to whether pain-related

injustice can indeed successfully be induced within experimental

lab settings and how this could -within future studies- ideally be

done. A second limitation relates to the measures used to assess

both baseline and state pain-related injustice appraisals. Baseline

injustice appraisals were assessed using the IEQ, which, while

validated across both adult and youth as well as both chronic

and acute pain sample, was initially developed for adults in the

context of persistent pain after injury. Adjustments made for

youth or for an acute pain context are limited and more research

is needed into pain-related injustice measures in youth. A third

limitation concerns the inclusion of a healthy sample. In line

with previous findings in a cross-sectional study comparing the

associations between injustice appraisals and pain-related

outcomes in both healthy and clinical child samples (9), it is

likely that the found associations would be more pronounced in

a chronic pain sample. Replication of observed findings in a

pediatric pain sample is needed. Fourth, due to feasibility

concerns, the current study applied power analyses to obtain.80

power for detecting medium effect sizes—as such, this study was

not adequately powered to detect small effect sizes. Nevertheless,

the clear failure of the experimental manipulation likely excluded

that possibility as well, with no statistical test results for

difference between groups trending towards significance. Fifth, to

standardize hand temperature before submersing the hand in the

box with cold water, participants first submersed their hands in a

box with water of room temperature. However, room

temperature variations may have affected the water temperature,

leading to inconsistent hand temperatures prior to the

submersing of the hand in the cold water. Finally, sixth,

exclusion criteria as applied in the current study were not

stringently in line with the exclusion criteria as suggested by von

Baeyer et al. (34), as participants were not screened for a history

of cardiovascular disorder, fainting, seizures, frostbite, or

Reynaud’s phenomenon. To ensure maximal standardization and

safety of the experimental procedure across studies, future

research should more explicitly include the suggested criteria.

In conclusion, the current study failed to apply an experimental

justice violation manipulation to induce variation in pain-related

injustice appraisals, rendering the examination of the

preregistered hypotheses concerning group differences impossible.

Multiple suggestions for the manipulation failure are discussed,

shedding light on the potential future application of justice

violation manipulation in child samples. Furthermore, while the

a priori hypotheses could not be examined, and despite the

limitations described above, post-hoc exploratory analyses found

the associations between pain-related injustice appraisals and

both anger and sadness to be in line with results from adult

samples, even after controlling for pain catastrophizing, age, and

sex. Future research should attempt to assess the preregistered

causal hypotheses in a pediatric chronic pain context.
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